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Abstract—In several multitarget tracking applications, a target may return more than one measurement per target and interacting

targets may return multiple merged measurements between targets. Existing algorithms for tracking and data association, initially

applied to radar tracking, do not adequately address these types of measurements. Here, we introduce a probabilistic model for

interacting targets that addresses both types of measurements simultaneously. We provide an algorithm for approximate inference in

this model using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)-based auxiliary variable particle filter. We Rao-Blackwellize the Markov chain to

eliminate sampling over the continuous state space of the targets. A major contribution of this work is the use of sparse least squares

updating and downdating techniques, which significantly reduce the computational cost per iteration of the Markov chain. Also, when

combined with a simple heuristic, they enable the algorithm to correctly focus computation on interacting targets. We include

experimental results on a challenging simulation sequence. We test the accuracy of the algorithm using two sensor modalities, video,

and laser range data. We also show the algorithm exhibits real time performance on a conventional PC.

Index Terms—Markov chain Monte Carlo, QR factorization, updating, downdating, Rao-Blackwellized, particle filter, multitarget

tracking, merged measurements, linear least squares, laser range scanner.
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1 INTRODUCTION

EXISTING probabilistic algorithms for tracking and data
association, initially applied to radar tracking, do not

adequately address merged measurements between inter-
acting targets or multiple measurements per individual
target. They assume that 1) a target can generate at most one
measurement at every time step and 2) a measurement
could have originated from at most one target [33], [31].
While reasonable for radar tracking, these assumptions are
often violated in multitarget tracking applications in
computer vision and robotics.

Two types of computer vision algorithms that are
commonly used in visual tracking systems are subject to
such merged and multiple measurements. Background
subtraction algorithms return multiple blob centroids per
target and, during close interactions, often return a merged
blob centroid for two or more targets [41], [14]. Interest point
detectors return a cloud of multiple measurements around a
target and, as shown in the example of Fig. 1, some of these
measurements are explained by multiple targets.

Like a digital video camera, a laser range scanner is also
subject to merged and multiple measurements. This type of
device is a popular sensor in robotics applications, where
they are used for localization, mapping, and tracking [37],
[29], [4]. One individual target typically returns several

range measurements, and during interactions many of the
range measurements can be accounted for by merged
targets, as illustrated in Fig. 1e.

In this paper, we introduce a probabilistic model and an
approximate inference method for tracking with multiple
measurements per target and merged measurements be-
tween targets. Because Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methods are effective at addressing difficult combinatorial
problems both in theory and, in practice, we provide an
algorithm for approximate inference in this model using an
MCMC-based particle filter [32], [20], [9], [22], [23].

The MCMC-based particle filter must be used with some
care to obtain an efficient and practical algorithm. In the
filter, we reduce the computational cost of the predictive
prior to a constant by using an idea developed for auxiliary
variable particle filters [32]. Additionally, we avoid sam-
pling over the large continuous state space of the targets by
Rao-Blackwellizing the Markov chain [30], [3]. In the Rao-
Blackwellized (RB) sampling scheme, an integral over the
continuous parameter is analytically computed by solving a
linear least squares problem during each iteration.

Our proposed Markov chain leverages sparse factoriza-
tion updating and downdating techniques developed in
linear algebra [16], [10]. These techniques enable the chain to
incrementally construct, revise, and solve the linear least
squares problem required for the RB sampling scheme. By
avoiding the expense of solving the entire least squares
problem, the computational cost of one iteration of the chain
is significantly reduced. Moreover, the algorithm takes
advantage of the sparsity of the least squares problem.
Combined with a simple heuristic, the algorithm has the
useful property that it focuses much of the computation on
interacting targets.
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2 RELATED WORK

In the design of multitarget tracking systems, occlusions,
interactions, and missed detections present a major chal-
lenge. Efforts to address these problems have generally
focused on two areas: measurement models and motion
models. Measurement models attempt to handle how these
targets might appear during these difficult cases. Whereas,
motion models predict target position through these
difficult tracking scenarios. For several multitarget tracking
applications, these challenging cases must be handled with
real time requirements on the runtime of the algorithm.

Interactions and occlusions are particularly challenging
when targets are identical in appearance. The trackers will
tend to coalesce on the best fitting target. Several different
types of solutions have been proposed to address this
coalescence problem. One of the most obvious is the
addition of 3D information [19], [48].

When 3D information is unavailable, low-level features
such as contours and optical flow have been exploited.
Methods such as the “probabilistic exclusion principle”
focus on assigning measurement ownership to the correct
target using differences in contour information [28], [2],
[18]. Similarly, low-level information such as optical flow
has been utilized to differentiate occluded targets [36]. Low-
level appearance information combined with dynamic layer
representation constraints has also been shown to be
effective in tracking through occlusions [42].

Further robustness to occlusions can be gained when
low-level information is combined with a part-based
appearance model of a target. Specifically, articulated
models of targets such as people model more of the shape
and topological changes of a target [39], [35]. By exploiting
this additional modeling information, the methods are more
robust to occlusions [34]. While appealing, articulated
models come at a significant computational cost.

To maintain real-time performance, several methods rely
on detection measurements obtained from a background
subtraction or change detection algorithms. To address
interactions in this context, measurement models have been
modified to model merged measurements between target.
Explicitly modeling these shared measurements has been
shown to be more effective tracking through occlusions [14],
[26], [5], [27]. This is the approach we use in this work.

The tracker coalescence problem has also been addressed
using constraints on how targets move since appearance
information may not allow differentiation of individual
targets. Traditional data association methods have used
kinematic information to predict target position through
occlusions [33]. But, the approach becomes less effective in
applications where the target motion is hard to predict.
Consequently, motion models have been augmented with
Markov random fields priors to deal with interactions by
either adding a constraint that targets rarely overlap or
creating an optimization problem where two targets compete
for data accounting for target appearance [23], [47], [40].
Similarly, a heuristic approach involving periodic clustering
of samples was introduced into a particle filter to prevent
target coalescence [46]. When targets cannot be separated as
individuals, probabilistic data association methods have been
extended to groups of targets where the state vector includes
an estimate of how many targets participate in a group [13].

Traditional data association approaches have used kine-
matic information to deal with missed detections [33]. This is
the approach we use in this work. Whereas, multiple
hypothesis tracking methods delay the decision on data
association to gain robustness to missed detections and
unpredictable motion [7]. Similarly, Markov chain methods
that use a sliding window over a period of time have been
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Fig. 1. (a) In this work, we address measurement data where targets may be assigned multiple measurements to a target and merged measurements
can be shared between targets. The � designates a measurement position. (b) The algorithm solves the data association problem: it assigns targets to
measurements, simultaneously accounting for merged and multiple measurements. The light gray and black lines designate multiple and merged data
associations, respectively. The black circles show the covariance ellipse around the estimated target positions. (c), (d), and (e) The algorithm is
applicable to a wide range of multitarget tracking problems. Here, we track interacting targets from aligned laser range scans. Range measurements
are designated by the +.



shown effective at dealing with missed detections of closely
moving targets [31].

In addition to the challenges associated with occlusions,
interactions, and missed detections, multitarget tracking
systems often have real time requirements. In surveillance,
the position of targets is often needed as soon as it becomes
available to determine if a target is friend or foe [21], [17].
Similarly, a robot must respond to the predicted position
and trajectories of targets from a laser scan within seconds
[37]. For the specific applications in the study of animal
behavior that we address, tools that facilitate behavioral
data collection must allow easy and quick acquisition,
modification, and annotation of tracking data to gain
widespread use [1], [2], [25].

Consequently, we address the specific problem of
tracking interacting targets which are essentially identical
in appearance in real time. We assume only target position
information is desired. To meet the real-time requirements,
we use a model in which measurements are a noisy cloud of
detections around a target. We handle occlusions and
interactions with a combined approach. We use a kinematic
motion model to predict target position in these difficult
cases. In addition, we exploit both merged and multiple
measurements to compute accurate estimates of each
target’s current and predicted position.

3 A PROBABILISTIC TRACKING MODEL

In this section, we describe a probabilistic model for
tracking that addresses the problem of multiple measure-
ments per target and merged measurements between
targets. We assume that there are N targets, where N is
fixed, and write their joint state as Xt. At each time step we
have M measurements Zt, where M can change at each time
step, governed by a data-association vector Jt (explained in
detail below).

First, we specify the joint distribution P ðZ1:t; X0:t; J1:tÞ
over the actual measurements Z1:t, data associations J1:t,
and states X0:t of the targets between time steps 0 to t,

P ðZ1:T ;X0:T ; J1:tÞ ¼P ðX0Þ
YT
t¼1

P ðXtjXt�1Þ

� P ðZtjJt;XtÞP ðJtÞ;

where we assumed that the target motion is Markov, each
measurement set Zt is conditionally independent given the
current state Xt, and Xt depends only on the previous time
step. Since measurements arrive in random order, the actual
state Xt of the targets does not provide us with any
information on the data association. Consequently, we also
assume that the prior over data associations P ðJtÞ does not
depend on the target state

P ðZt; JtjXtÞ ¼ P ðZtjJt;XtÞP ðJtÞ:

It is convenient to write inference in this model
recursively via the Bayes filter. The objective is to infer
the current position Xt of the targets given all of the
measurements Z1:t observed so far. In particular, the
posterior distribution P ðXtjZ1:tÞ over the joint state Xt of
all present targets given all observations Z1:t ¼ fZ1; ; Ztg up
to and including time t is updated according to the
recursive formula

P ðXtjZ1:tÞ ¼ k
X
Jt

P ðXt; JtjZ1:t�1Þ

¼ k
X
Jt

P ðZtjJt;XtÞP ðJtÞ

�
Z
Xt�1

P ðXtjXt�1ÞP ðXt�1jZ1:t�1Þ;

ð1Þ

where k is a normalizing constant.
In the sections below, we concentrate on deriving an

expression for the posterior P ðXtjZ1:tÞ on both Xt and the
data association Jt, by providing further details on the
motion model P ðXtjXt�1Þ and the measurement model
P ðZtjJt;XtÞ. In Section 4, we will deal with the case of
unknown data associations.

3.1 The Motion Model

For the motion model, we assume a standard linear-
Gaussian model. That is, we assume that the initial joint
state is Gaussian

P ðX0Þ ¼ N ðX0;m0; V0Þ;

where m0 is the mean and V0 is the corresponding
covariance matrix. In addition, we assume that targets move
according to a linear model with additive Gaussian noise,

P ðXtjXt�1Þ ¼ N ðXt;AXt�1;�Þ; ð2Þ

where � is the prediction covariance and A is a linear
prediction matrix. We model the motion of each target
independently, i.e., the linear prediction matrix has a sparse
block-diagonal structure:

A ¼
A11 0 0

0 . .
.

0
0 0 ANN

2
64

3
75:

3.2 The Measurement Model

As shown in Fig. 2, we represent a data association vector Jt
by a bipartite graph

Jt ¼ ðXð1:NÞt; Zð1:MÞt; EtÞ;

which consists of a set of target nodes Xð1:NÞt and
measurement nodes Zð1:MÞt, a subset of which are connected
by a set of edges Et.

Given the data association Jt, we can divide the
measurements into clutter and observations, respectively,

P ðZtjXt; JtÞ ¼ P ðZc;tjJtÞP ðZo;tjJt;XtÞ: ð3Þ

Formally, this can be modeled as a function ðZc;t; Zo;tÞ ¼
fðJt; ZtÞ. We assume that each clutter measurement, i.e., an
unassigned measurement like Z1t in Fig. 2, is independently
and uniformly generated over the field of view. Conse-
quently, the clutter model is a constant C proportional to the
number of clutter measurements jZc;tj:

P ðZc;tjJtÞ ¼
jZc;tj
C

:

The constant C is related to the size of the field of view—in a
720� 480 image, C ¼ 720 � 480.

To model the observations, we map the data association
to a sparse measurement matrix H ¼ gðJtÞ in a Gaussian
observation model
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P ðZo;tjJt;XtÞ ¼ N ðZo;t;HXt;�Þ:

The columns of the matrix H correspond to individual
target states and the rows observed measurements Zo;t. For
every edge connected to a single measurement node, a
measurement matrix Hi;j is placed in the corresponding
row and column. A typical example where 2D target states
are estimated from 2D measurements is shown in Fig. 3.
Here, the measurement matrix is a 2� 2 identity matrix.

Several additional details need to be taken into account
when constructing H. For merged measurements where
there are several edges connecting the measurement to
multiple targets, the identity matrix is multiplied by the
inverse of the number of edges and then placed in the
corresponding row and column. When we multiply by the
inverse of the number of targets, we assume that merged
measurements occur in the middle of merged targets. We
find for a number of applications this approximation is
sufficient because the assumption is not a strict constraint
on the position of the merged measurement. The Gaussian
noise model �ii on a merged measurement allows for some
variation in its position. When a target is not assigned a
measurement, we apply the motion model (2) to the
unassigned target. The mean of position at the next time
step is the predicted position of the target. The covariance
around the mean position is expanded by the prediction
covariance � to capture that we are less certain of the
target’s position since no measurement was assigned.

As far as the measurement covariance matrix � is
concerned, we assume that each measurement is generated
independently and we once again obtain a block-diagonal
structure:

� ¼
�11 0 0

0 . .
.

0
0 0 �MM

2
64

3
75:

In summary, by using a Gaussian measurement model, we
model the measurements as noisy clouds of detections

around targets. This is designed to yield an efficient
algorithm for real-time inference in this model using the
computational techniques described in Section 5.1.

4 SEQUENTIAL INFERENCE

In this section, we provide an algorithm for approximate
inference in this model using an MCMC-based particle filter.
MCMC methods approximate a probability distribution by a
set of samples drawn from the distribution. They are also
effective at addressing difficult combinatorial problems in
theory and, in practice, [32], [20], [9]. In a typical MCMC-
based particle filter formulation, one starts by inductively
assuming that the posterior distribution over the joint state of
the targets at the previous time step is approximated by a set of
S samples

P ðXt�1jZ1:t�1Þ � X
ðsÞ
t�1

n oS
s¼1
: ð4Þ

Given this representation, we obtain the following Monte
Carlo approximation of the Bayes filter (1):

P ðXtjZ1:tÞ � k
X
Jt

P ðZtjJt;XtÞP ðJtÞ

� 1

S

XS
s¼1

P XtjXðsÞt�1

� �
:

ð5Þ

This becomes the target distribution from which we sample
data associations and target states using a Markov chain at
each time step.
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Fig. 2. The space of data associations include all bipartite graphs
between targets and measurements. Measurements can be shared
between targets and a target can be assigned multiple measurements.

Fig. 3. H shows the sparse measurement matrix for the bipartite graph
in Fig. 2. Xt shows the joint target state. Both the individual
measurements and individual targets are two-dimensional ½xit; x0it�

>

and ½zit; z0it�
>, respectively. These 2D measurements can be an ðx; yÞ

position on an image. The observed measurements Zo;t and the clutter
measurements Zc;t are shown as well.



A straightforward implementation of (5) is intractable.
As a consequence, we propose several improvements that
together provide an efficient, practical algorithm.

4.1 An Auxiliary Variable Sampler

We inductively assume that we can approximate the poster-
ior P ðXt�1jZ1:t�1Þ by the following mixture of Gaussians

P ðXt�1jZ1:t�1Þ �
1

S

XS
s¼1

N Xt;m
ðsÞ
t�1; V

ðsÞ
t�1

� �
:

If we substitute this approximation into the Bayes filter (1),
we obtain

P ðXtjZ1:tÞ �
k

S

X
Jt

P ðZtjXt; JtÞP ðJtÞ

�
XS
s¼1

Z
Xt�1

P ðXtjXt�1ÞN Xt;m
ðsÞ
t�1; V

ðsÞ
t�1

� �
:

ð6Þ

Because the target motion model is linear-Gaussian, the
predictive density over Xt for each value of the mixture
indicator s can be calculated analyticallyZ
Xt�1

P ðXtjXt�1ÞN Xt;m
ðsÞ
t ; V

ðsÞ
t

� �
¼ N Xt;Am

ðsÞ
t�1; Q

ðsÞ
t

� �
; ð7Þ

where the mean is the predicted position Am
ðsÞ
t�1 and Q

ðsÞ
t ¼

AðV ðsÞt�1 þ �ÞA> is the prediction covariance. Hence, the
predictive prior P ðXtjZ1:t�1Þ on the current state is also a
mixture of Gaussians

P ðXtjZ1:t�1Þ �
1

S

XS
s¼1

N Xt;Am
ðsÞ
t�1; Q

ðsÞ
t

� �
ð8Þ

and the sequential Monte Carlo approximation to the target
posterior (6) becomes

P ðXtjZ1:tÞ � k
X
Jt

P ðZtjXt; JtÞP ðJtÞ

� 1

S

XS
s¼1

N Xt;Am
ðsÞ
t�1; Q

ðsÞ
t

� �
:

ð9Þ

A single evaluation of (9) is intractable due the large
summation over the space of data associations Jt combined
with the summation over the mixture indicator s. To address
this problem, we make a second Monte Carlo approximation

P ðXtjZ1:tÞ � k
XW
w¼1

P ZtjJ ðwÞt ; X
ðwÞ
t

� �

� P J
ðwÞ
t

� �
N X

ðwÞ
t ;Am

ðs0Þ
t�1; Q

ðs0Þ
t

� �
using a set of sampled states, data associations, and
mixture indicators fXðwÞt ; J

ðwÞ
t ; sðwÞgWw¼1, where s0 ¼ sðwÞ is

the wth sampled mixture indicator drawn from the
following target density

�̂ðXt; Jt; sÞ ¼ kP ðZtjJt;XtÞP ðJtÞN Xt;Am
ðsÞ
t�1; Q

ðsÞ
t

� �
: ð10Þ

Note that including the mixture indicator in the target
density is similar to the technique used in auxiliary variable
particle filters to remove the computational dependence of
the target ratio on the number of samples [32].

4.2 A Rao-Blackwellized Target Density

The second improvement comes from the fact that drawing
samples from the continuous state space Xt is unnecessary:
we can analytically marginalize out the current state Xt.
This has two benefits: it yields a computationally efficient
Markov chain sampler using the techniques described in
Section 5.1 and it reduces the variance of the Monte Carlo
estimate of the joint state [30], [3], [24].

In particular, we use the terms for the likelihood from
Section 3.2 and obtain a Rao-Blackwellized target density

�ðJt; sÞ ¼ P ðZc;tjJtÞP ðJtÞ

�
Z
Xt

NðZo;t;HXt;�ÞN Xt;Am
ðsÞ
t�1; Q

ðsÞ
t

� �
:
ð11Þ

The key observation here is that the product of the
likelihood and the predictive prior

qðXtÞ ¼ N ðZo;t;HXt;�ÞN Xt;Am
ðsÞ
t�1; Q

ðsÞ
t

� �
is proportional to a Gaussian. As a result, the integral overXt

is analytically tractable and is also Gaussian. TheW samples

fJ ðwÞt ; sðwÞgWw¼1 drawn from the Rao-Blackwellized target

density can be used to construct a new mixture of Gaussians

over the current state

P ðXtjZ1:tÞ ¼
1

W

XW
w¼1

N Xtd;m
ðwÞ
t ; V

ðwÞ
t

� �
;

where m
ðwÞ
t is the mean and V

ðwÞ
t is the covariance of the

target state at the current time step.
We compute the values m

ðwÞ
t and V

ðwÞ
t by integrating

over Xt, making use of the fact that the integral of any
function qðXtÞ proportional to a Gaussian is equal to the
maximum of that function X�t times a proportionality
constant: Z

Xt

qðXtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2�Vtj

p
qðX�t Þ:

Here,Vt is the covariance atX�t . In our case, the function qðXtÞ
is the product of the likelihood and the predictive prior

qðXtÞ ¼ N ðZt;HXt;�ÞN Xt;Am
ðsÞ
t�1; Q

ðsÞ
t

� �
:

Becausebothtermsare linearGaussian, themaximumofqðXtÞ
is the minimum of the following linear least squares problem.

X�t ¼ min
Xt

B�1 I

H

� �
Xt �

Am
ðsÞ
t�1

Zo;t

 !" #�����
�����

2

; ð12Þ

where I is the identity matrix and B is the Cholesky factor
of the combined measurement and prior covariance

B>B ¼ Q
ðsÞ
t 0
0 �

� 	
:

The Cholesky factor has a block diagonal structure

B ¼
BðsÞ 0 0

0 B11 0

0 0 . .
.

2
64

3
75
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since we assume measurements are independent
B>iiBii ¼ �ii. The measurement covariance also factors
separately Q

ðsÞ
t ¼ B>ðsÞBðsÞ.

We find the solution of the linear least squares problem
(12), where the system matrix � and the right-hand side
(rhs) b can be written as follows:

� ¼ B�1 I
H

� �
b ¼ B�1 Am

ðsÞ
t�1

Zo;t

� �
ð13Þ

by computing the QR factorization of the system matrix

� ¼ Q R
0

� 	
:

The orthogonal Q factor is applied to the rhs

z
v

� 	
¼ Q>b:

Using the resulting vector Q>b and the upper triangular R
factor,wecomputetheresidual�, the leastsquaressolutionX�t
and the covariance Vt at the solution

X�t ¼ R�1z � ¼ vk k2 Vt ¼ R�>R:

In addition, the determinant of the covariance jV j can be
computed in linear time OðNÞ time from the R factor

jVtj ¼ jR�>Rj ¼
YN
i¼1

1

r2
i;i

;

where ri;i is the ith entry along the diagonal of the R factor.
The value of qðX�t Þ is computed using the residual � of the

least squares problem. It is the following function of the
residual:

expð��2Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2��jj2�QðsÞt j

q :

In summary, we compute the final Rao-Blackwellized target
distribution �ð�Þ by solving (12), computing the residual at
X�t , and combining it with a prior term over a data
association and a clutter model

�ðJt; sÞ ¼ kP ðJtÞ
jZc;tj
C

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2�Vtj

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2��jj2�QðsÞt j

q expð��2Þ: ð14Þ

We construct the mean at the current time step using the
optimal state m

ðwÞ
t ¼ X�t and the covariance term V

ðwÞ
t ¼ Vt

from the R factor of the QR factorization.

5 RAO-BLACKWELLIZED MARKOV CHAIN

In this section, we describe the details on how to efficiently
sample from the target density �ðJt; sÞ (14) in a Markov chain
Monte Carlo sampler. Here, we use the Metropolis Hastings
(MH) algorithm to construct a Markov chain that has this
density as its stationary distribution [15]. The most important
component of an MCMC sampler is how to propose new
hypotheses ðJt; sÞ from old ones. We use one of two simple
proposals: we either 1) update the auxiliary variable s or
2) add/remove an edge from the data association Jt. Using
these proposals together we can explore the entire state space,
and the MH algorithm then assures that the resulting Markov

chain achieves detailed balance and converges to the target
density �ðJt; sÞ. As opposed to data driven proposals [45]
which can be computationally costly, the proposals we select
are purely random and were chosen primarily for their
computational efficiency.

The primary computational cost of a Markov chain
comes from the evaluation of the target ratio at each
iteration. In most applications, a single evaluation of the
target ratio takes constant time. In our case, a single
evaluation of the target ratio involves finding a solution to a
linear least squares problem whose computational complex-
ity is OðMN2Þ, where M is the number of measurements
and N is the number of targets. As a consequence, we
propose using matrix factorization updating and down-
dating techniques to reduce the computational cost of a
single evaluation of the target ratio to OðN2Þ. This reduction
in computational cost comes from the fact these techniques
construct, modify and solve the linear least squares problem
incrementally. The computation used to construct the old R
factor is utilized in the construction of the new R0 factor. To
handle these incremental computations, we also keep track
of the the least-squares problem associated with the data
association. In each iteration of the Markov chain, we not
only propose a new auxiliary variable s0 and data
association J 0t , but we additionally compute a new R0 factor
and corresponding rhs vector z0.

5.1 Updating and Downdating for Efficiency

Specifically, updating and downdating techniques enable the
addition and removal of rows and measurements from a
linear least squares problem [16], [10]. Updating and down-
dating techniques are based on the observation thatQmatrix
is formed by accumulating a sequence of orthogonal
transformations Gi that zero columns in the system matrix
to form an upper triangularRmatrix. We update theR factor
and rhs vector z by forming an augmented matrix with the
new row h and rhs element b to be added to the matrix. Next,
we apply a sequence of orthogonal transformations G>i to
zero the new row h in the augmented R factor

G>N . . .G>2 G
>
1

R z
h b

� 	
¼ R0 z0

0 �

� 	
:

If the orthogonal transformations are Givens rotations, the
row h and rhs element b are added to theR factor and the rhs
vector z is updated accordingly. When we use hyperbolic
rotations, the row h and rhs element b are removed. In this
case, the factorization is said to be downdated. We use � to
compute the new residual �0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ �2

p
and �0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 � �2

p
for updating and downdating, respectively. Updating and
downdating returns an updated R0 factor, z0 rhs vector, and
�0 residual. We repeat the updating and downdating
procedure, row by row, to add and remove multiple rows
and rhs elements. Rows are replaced in the factorization by
performing a sequence of updating operations, to add the
new rows and rhs elements, followed by a sequence of
downdating operations to remove the rows and rhs elements.

Because both Givens and hyperbolic rotations zero one
element at a time of the row h, they can also take advantage of
the sparsity of the new rowh and theR factor. The off diagonal
elements of R are zero when there exists no correlation
between the positions of two targets in the joint stateX�t . This
occurs because the R factor is the inverse of the Cholesky
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factorization of the covarianceVt ¼ R�>R. As targets interact,
the off diagonal blocks of the covariance matrices will fill with
nonzero correlations and, so, will the off diagonal terms of the
R factor. To help reduce the computational cost, we use the
following heuristic: When two targets i and j are more than
� threshold apart, the off diagonal blocks Vij and Vji are set to
zero in the covariance matrix. For instance, if target i ¼ 1 and
target j ¼ N are greater than � distance apart, the covariance
matrix is modified as follows:

V11 0 V1N

0 . .
.

0
VN1 0 VNN

2
64

3
75!

V11 0 0

0 . .
.

0
0 0 VNN

2
64

3
75:

A similar technique is often used in the simultaneous
mapping and localization literature to reduce computational
complexity [43]. With this heuristic, the algorithm acquires
the nice property that a measurement can be assigned to a
target in time OðI2Þ, where I is the number of interacting
targets. Next, we describe how to use these techniques in
conjunction with the twoproposals usedby the Markov chain.

5.2 Auxiliary Variable Proposal

The first type of proposal, the auxiliary variable proposal, is
selected with probability ps and simply selects a new
auxiliary variable s0 uniformly at random (uar). Modifying
the auxiliary variable s0 necessitates only replacing the rows
of the prior term in the factorization—the only rows that
depend on s. To derive which rows need to be replaced in
the factorization, we examine the rhs of the least squares
problem (13) and multiply both the system matrix � and the
rhs b by the inverse of the Cholesky factor B�1.

In this matrix multiplication, we exploit the special block
structure of the inverse Cholesky factor B�1 and see that the
inverse of theCholeskyfactorof thecovarianceof theprevious
sampleB�1

ðsÞ must be replaced with the new sample Cholesky
factorB�1

ðs0Þ in the systemmatrix�, andthecorrespondingrows
in the rhs B�1

ðsÞAm
ðsÞ
t�1 must be replaced by a new covariance

weighted prediction B�1
ðs0ÞAm

ðs0Þ
t�1: The replacement is

conducted by first adding the rows of the new sample
Cholesky factor and weighted prediction and then down-
dating the rows of the old sample Cholesky factor and
weighted prediction.

Next, this proposal is accepted with the following
probability

a ¼ min
jZ0c;tj
jZc;tj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2�V 0t j

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2�Vtj

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2��jj2�QðsÞt j

q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2��0jj2�Qðs

0Þ
t j

q expð��02Þ
expð��2Þ ; 1

0
B@

1
CA:

Note that the normalizing constantkcancels in the target ratio.
Moreover, we assume the prior over data associationsP ðJtÞ is
uniform. Consequently, we can treat it as a constant and the
term also cancels in the target ratio. In order to avoid
computing the inverse Cholesky factorB�1

ðsÞ and the weighted
prediction B�1

ðsÞAm
ðsÞ
t�1 at each iteration of the chain, we

compute each of these values before the first iteration.

5.3 Edge Proposal

The second type, the edge proposal, is selected with probability
ð1� psÞ, and selects a measurementZit and a targetXjt uar. If
an edge exists between the target and the measurement the
proposal removes the edge, otherwise it adds an edge. The

edge proposal is based on the idea that, given a measurement
and the set of targets assigned to that measurement, we can
completely construct the rows corresponding to that mea-
surement in the sparse measurement matrix H. We treat
measurements that were clutter in the previous iteration of
the Markov chain differently from measurements that were
assigned to a target in the previous iteration.

5.3.1 Clutter Measurement

When we assign a clutter measurement, we add an edge to the
bipartite graph representation of the data association Jt. As a
consequence, we need to add rows to the measurement matrix
H that map the assigned target’s state Xjt to the assigned
measurement Zit. To construct the rows of H, we use the
mapping detailed in Section 3.2. If we examine the system
matrix, specifically, the structure of the inverse Cholesky
factor B�1, we see that we also must multiply the new rows
by the inverse Cholesky factor B�1

ii of the measurement
covariance�ii.Forexample,Fig.4showstherowsthatmustbe
added to the least squares problem (13) to assign the clutter
measurement one to target one. The result of the updating
operation provides us with a new R0 factor and rhs vector z0.
We accept this proposal with the following probability

a ¼ min
jZ0c;tj
jZc;tj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2�V 0t j

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2�Vtj

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2��j

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2��0j

p expð��02Þ
expð��2Þ ; 1

 !
: ð15Þ

5.3.2 Assigned Measurement

When a measurement is assigned to a target in the previous
iteration of the Markov chain, we must construct the new
rows �0i and b0i and downdate the old rows, �i and bi in the
least squares problem (13). To construct these rows, we use
the mapping described in Section 3.2. In this case as well, we
must multiply the system matrix by the inverse Cholesky
factorB�1

ii of the measurement covariance. For instance, Fig. 5
shows the new rows required to assign measurement five to
target two in the example shown Section 3.2. This proposal is
accepted according to the probability

a ¼ min

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2�V 0t j

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2�Vtj

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2��j

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j2��0j

p expð��02Þ
expð��2Þ ; 1

 !
:
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Fig. 4. (a) For the example in Fig. 2, we assume measurements have
covariance �ii and a corresponding inverse Cholesky factor B�1

ii . (b) Hi

lists the rows that must be added to the sparse measurement matrix H
in Fig. 3 to assign the clutter measurement one to target one. (c) �0i and
b0i show the rows and rhs vector that must be added to the least squares
problem to conduct this assignment.



This target ratio calculation is typically conductedin log -space
to avoid overflow. When a measurement is no longer assigned
a target, an edge is removed, we only downdate the least
squares problem and accept according to (15).

6 ALGORITHM SUMMARY

Putting all these improvements together, we arrive at the
following RBPF tracking algorithm:listtypearabic

1. Start with a set of S hybrid Gaussian samples

P ðXt�1jZ1:t�1Þ �
n
N
�
Xt�1;m

ðsÞ
t�1; V

ðsÞ
t�1

�oS
s¼1
;

which approximate the posterior over the target
state at the previous time step P ðXt�1jZ1:t�1Þ.

2. Apply the prediction equation (7) to obtain a
hybrid sample approximation of the predictive
prior P ðXtjZ1:t�1Þ

P ðXtjZ1:t�1Þ �
n
N
�
Xt;Am

ðsÞ
t�1; Q

ðsÞ
t

�oS
s¼1
:

3. Run the Rao-Blackwellized Markov chain described
in Section 5. After running for a given number of
iterations, the Markov chain will return an upper-
triangular R factor and rhs vector z. This process can
be repeated W times to obtain the R factors and rhs
vectors needed to form the new hybrid sample set in
the next step.

4. Solve the upper triangular system Rmt ¼ z and form
the covariance matrix Vt ¼ R�>R for each run of the
Markov chain to obtain a new set of hybrid samples

P ðXtjZ1:tÞ �
n
N
�
Xt;m

ðwÞ
t ; V

ðwÞ
t

�oW
w¼1

:

The hybrid sample set approximates the posterior distribu-
tion over the current state P ðXtjZ1:tÞ.

6.1 Computational Heuristics

We apply two common heuristics to obtain some additional
gains in efficiency. First, we gate the measurements based on
a covariance ellipse around each target, a technique com-
monly used in radar tracking [33], [6]. Targets are only
assigned to measurements within � standard deviations of
the predicted position of the target. Second, we initialize the
chain at each time step by assigning each measurement uar to
a nearby target. A target is nearby if the measurement is gated
for that target. The result of this procedure produces a more
likely initial data association which also shortens the mixing
time of the chain.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To show the effectiveness of the algorithm, we examined
its performance on 1) a challenging simulation sequence
and 2) on two real data sets—one using vision and one
using a laser range finder—where ground truth data was
available. All of the data sets and videos described below
are available from http://borg.cc.gatech.edu/biotracking/
experimental-data.html.

We tested three variants of the tracker. The first was
restricted to matchings: one measurement per target and
one target per measurement. The second allowed only for
multiple measurements per target. The third allowed the
sampler to propose both multiple measurements and
merged measurements. We also examined the running time
of the algorithm. The results and specific parameter choices
are detailed in the section below.

7.1 Simulation

First, we tested the algorithm on a simulation sequence
where two accelerating targets move in close proximity, see
Fig. 6. The sequence represents a substantial challenge
because both targets generate multiple measurements. When
the target are in close proximity, distinguishing which target
generated a particular measurement is quite difficult.

The success rates of each variant of the algorithm over a
total of 500 simulation runs are summarized in Table 1. In the
simulation, thefieldofviewwasset tox ¼ ½0; 75�y ¼ ½�25; 25�.
The ground truth trajectory was obtained by generating the
noiseless trajectory of targets that were initially placed atx0 ¼
0 y0 ¼ �20:75 with initial velocity and acceleration v0;x ¼ 4:4
ay ¼ 0:5 vy ¼ �4:2 moving according to a constant accelera-
tion model with a unit time step �t ¼ 1. The trajectory was
T ¼ 18 units in length. Next, measurements were generated at
each position. The number of measurements was sampled
from a Poisson distribution with mean �x ¼ 20 and the
positions of the measurements were sampled from a
2D Gaussian with variance �2

z0 ¼ 9:0I2 centered at the target
position. Additionally, clutter measurements were intro-
duced uniformly over the field of view. The number of clutter
measurements was sampled from a Poisson with mean
�c ¼ 30. If targets were off by more than 10 units at the last
time step, the simulation sequence was marked a failure.

7.2 Interacting Targets

Next, we tested all three variants of the algorithm on a
challenging ground truth sequence of 20 ants, Aphaenogaster
cockerelli, in a small container. The analysis of behavioral
trajectory data has important implications in the study of
animal behavior [1], [25], [12], [11] and this particular
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Fig. 5. For the example in Fig. 2, (a) shows the the rows H 0i that must be
added to the the measurement matrix H in Fig. 3 to assign
measurement five to targets two, four, and five. (b) Before we add
these rows, we remove the rows Hi that previously assigned
measurement five to targets four and five. (c) �0i and b0i are the rows
that must be added to the least squares problem (13). (d) �i and bi show
the rows that must be downdated from the least squares problem. We
assume the measurement covariance follows Fig. 4a.



sequence was obtained as part of a larger research project to
analyze and model multiagent system behavior. The ants
themselves are about 1 cm long and move about the arena as
quickly as 3 cm per second. Interactions occur frequently and
can involve five or more ants in close proximity, see Fig. 7.

The test sequence presents a substantial challenge for
any multitarget tracking algorithm. The sequence consisted
of 10,400 frames recorded at a resolution of 720� 480 pixels
at 30 Hz. A simple procedure where image pixels were

thresholded was used to obtain detections. The original
images were blurred and down sampled twice to obtain an
image that was 180� 120 pixels. Pixels with the following
YUV ranges were considered detections: 1 < Y < 75,
122 < U < 128, and 128 < V < 135. The x; y locations on
the smaller images were then scaled up to the original
720� 480 image.

The number of failures detected on the ground truth
sequence for all variants of the tracker are shown in Table 2.
We counted a failure when a target deviated from the
ground truth position by more than 60 pixels. After a failure,
all of the targets were reinitialized to the ground truth
position and tracking was resumed. In both the simulation
and on interacting target data, we used the same parameter
settings. The state space for each target included both
position and velocityXi ¼ ½vx; vy; x; y�>. Measurements were
simply a 2D position Z ¼ ½x; y�>. In this specific arrange-
ment, the measurement matrix was

Hi;j ¼
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

� 	

since the velocity components of the target state were not
measured. We modeled target motion using a constant
velocity model with time step �t ¼ 0:033. We used S ¼ 6
hybrid samples. We ran the Markov chain for 333 iterations
between each sample. The initial covariance was V0 ¼ 32I4N .
The predictive covariance was set to � ¼ 16I4N . The measure-
ment noise was �ii ¼ 32I4N . All of the covariances were
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Fig. 6. This figure shows a frame from the simulation sequence. 	 designates the ground truth. The circles designated the covariance ellipses of the
hybrid samples. The data association for one sample is plotted. The dark lines and light gray lines designate merged measurements and multiple
measurements, respectively.

TABLE 1
Tracker Success Rates for 500 Simulation Runs

Fig. 7. A frame in the ground truth sequence of 20 ants. The black lines

show a small portion of the ants’ trajectories. In the video sequence,

interactions occur frequently and can involve five or more ants in close

proximity. See also Fig. 1.

TABLE 2
Number of Failures on 10,400 Frame Ground Truth Sequence



specified in pixels. The gating threshold was � ¼ 3 and off
diagonal covariance blocks were zeros when targets were
more than � ¼ 200 pixels apart. The auxiliary variable
proposal was chosen with probability ps ¼ 0:05.

7.3 Run Time

To examine the run time of the algorithm we plotted the
average frame rate on a Pentium 4-M 3 GHz versus the
number of targets tracked on the first 200 frames of the test
sequence. N nearby targets were chosen randomly. The
frame rate did not include the time to process the image or
update the display. A freely available sparse LDL factoriza-
tion code was used to compute the Cholesky factorizations
[8]. The average frame rate is shown in Fig. 8.

We also compared the average frame rate including image
processing time to our previous work on the same video
sequence. As shown in Table 3, the current work performs
eight times faster for 20 targets when the hybrid sample set
has S ¼ 6 samples and has five fewer tracking failures on the
ground truth sequence. When the distribution over the target
state is unimodal S ¼ 1, the algorithm performs 23 times
faster at nearly the same accuracy. Note that our previous
work additionally tracks target orientation. This additional

complexity accounts partially for the slower frame rate and
may also account for the extra failures [23].

7.4 Missed Detections

Further, to investigate the algorithm’s robustness to missed
detections we applied it to a second sensor modality—SICK
laser range data. In this case, the tracking system consists of
four stationary laser range scanners to track people and
objects. The four units are shown in Fig. 9. The system uses an
Iterative Closest Point algorithm to align individual scans.
Next, stationary background objects are removed using an
background subtraction algorithm as shown in Fig. 10. The
remaining measurements are used for multitarget tracking.

The final tracking system must be robust to missed
detections. In this application, missed detections occur
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Fig. 8. Average frames per second (fps) versus the number of targets of
an unoptimized implementation of the algorithm. The solid line shows
performance for S ¼ 6 samples and the dashed line shows performance
for unimodal distribution S ¼ 1. Error bars show one standard deviation
from the mean. See text for details on the implementation.

TABLE 3
Average Frames per Second (fps) Including

Image Processing Time

Fig. 9. The laser tracking system consists of four stationary laser range
scanner units. The system is designed to track people and objects. In
this second tracking domain, we test the algorithm’s robustness to
missed detections.

Fig. 10. (a) An Iterative Closest Point algorithm aligns individual laser scans from each of four lasers. The approximate positions of each laser unit
are shown as dark gray rectangles. (b) The system uses a background subtraction algorithm to remove stationary objects from the environment.



when the laser is occluded by obstacles or other targets. An
example of a missed detection sequence is shown in Fig. 11.
It is important that these cases be addressed as the deployed
version of the laser tracking system will have regions that
are covered only by a single laser. These regions will be
particularly prone to missed detections.

To test the algorithms performance through missed
detections we tested with a single laser, which presents an
extreme case and is the toughest situation for the tracking
system. We tracked N ¼ 5 people with a single laser
through 4,752 scans (specifically, laser ID 0 in the data

set). The five people were asked to periodically bump into
each other to introduce close interactions.

The results were good. For the data set, 164 missed
detections were counted by a human observer. Any cases
where all of the measurements accounting for a single target
disappeared for several scans were counted as missed
detections. The system failed 15 times through the sequence
for a success rate of 90.85 percent.

The details were as follows: we modeled target motion
using a constant velocity model with time step �t ¼ 0:03.
We used a unimodal distribution over the target state since
the background subtraction algorithm removed most of the
clutter S ¼ 1. As a consequence, the sample proposal
probability was set to ps ¼ 0. We ran the Markov chain
for 4,000 iterations and took the last sample. The initial
covariance was V0 ¼ 0:05I4N . The predictive covariance was
set to � ¼ 0:05I4N . The measurement noise was �ii ¼ 0:1I4N .
All of the covariances were specified in meters. The gating
threshold was � ¼ 4:5 and the clutter probability was zx 

Unifð8:7Þ and zy 
 Unifð11:5Þ over the 8.7m by 11.5m
dimension of the tracking area.

7.5 Occlusions

Finally, we also tested the algorithm’s robustness through
partial and full occlusions on a set of video sequences in
which two targets move on separate planes. In the selected
video sequences, a colony of Leptothorax curvinoposis ants is in
the process of nest emigration. The artificial nest located in the
field of view consists of a cavity constructed out balsa wood
and a top covering pane of glass. Ants may enter the nest in
the entrance at the top of the image, but they may also walk on
the glass covering of the cavity. As a result, there are two
planes in which the ants may move—the top glass and the
floor of the nest cavity. It is desirable that the system is robust
to occlusions, partial and full, caused by ants moving over one
another. An example of an occlusion is show in Fig. 12a.

As before, a simple procedure where image pixels were
thresholded was used to obtain detections. The original
images were blurred and down sampled twice to obtain an
image that was 180� 120 pixels. Pixels with the following
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Fig. 11. This figure shows an example of tracking through an interaction
and a series of missed detections using laser range data. The light gray
and black lines designate multiple and merged data associations,
respectively.The black circles show the covariance ellipse around the
estimated target positions. Laser range measurements are designated
by +.

Fig. 12. The occlusion event that occurred in sequence 1. Here, two targets pass over one another creating an occlusion in (c). The tracker

successfully tracks through this occlusion (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e). Measurements are designated by �. The light gray and black lines designate

multiple and merged data associations, respectively. The black circles show the covariance ellipse around the estimated target positions.



YUV ranges were considered detections: 39 < Y < 101,
116 < U < 125, and 128 < V < 136. The x; y locations on the
smaller images were then scaled up to the original 720�
480 image. We modeled target motion using a constant
velocity model with time step �t ¼ 0:1. We used a
unimodal distribution over the target state S ¼ 1. We ran
the Markov chain for 4,000 iterations and took the last
sample. The initial covariance was V0 ¼ 32I4N . The pre-
dictive covariance was set to � ¼ 4I4N . The measurement
noise was �ii ¼ 150I4N . All of the covariances were
specified in pixels. The gating threshold was � ¼ 3 and
the clutter probability was uniform over the field of view,
zx 
 Unifð0; 720Þ and zy 
 Unifð0; 480Þ.

We tested the algorithm by randomly selecting 16 video
clips of occlusion events. The algorithm successfully tracked
through 12 of the 16 sequences. Specifically, the algorithm
failed on sequences 5, 8, 12, and 14. All sequences, as well as
the trajectories, are available on our Web site for viewing
and testing.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The algorithm performs accurately on challenging simula-
tion data and on real data sets with interacting targets. In
simulation, modeling both merged and multiple measure-
ments eliminates track switching during close interactions.
As shown in Table 1, the algorithm performs best over the
simulation runs when merged measurements are modeled.
Table 2 shows that, on challenging video sequence with
interacting targets, modeling merged measurements re-
duces the number of tracking failures that occur during
interactions. The algorithm is effective in two sensor
modalities—laser range data as well as video. We specifi-
cally show that the algorithm is robust missed detections in
laser range data. In Section 7.5, we also show that modeling
merged measurements effectively handles occlusions in
challenging video sequences.

Moreover, the algorithm exhibits real time performance on
a conventional PC. Fig. 8 shows an unoptimized implementa-
tion runs at approximately 23Hz for 20 targets for S ¼ 1 a
unimodal distribution over the target state and 10Hz for a
more complex multimodal distribution S ¼ 6. The perfor-
mance is due to a compelling property of the algorithm: A
measurement can be assigned to a target in time proportional
to the number of targets interacting with that target squared.
The algorithm has this property because the incremental least
squares techniques exploit the sparsity of theR factor, which
is maintained by zeroing off diagonal blocks of the covariance
matrix when targets are no longer interacting.

Another, complementary approach to improving perfor-
mance of the algorithm is the use of a data-driven proposal
distribution [44], [38], [48]. By exploiting low-level informa-
tion, such as edge and appearance information in images, the
Markov chain could quickly explore parts of the target
distribution that have high probability. An interesting
direction for future work would be to utilize this information
while maintaining the real time performance of the algorithm.

In addition to modifying the proposal distributions, we
intend to explore how we can modify the inference
algorithm to address tracking and data association over a
sliding window. Performing data association over a longer
period of time may help eliminate many of the failures
observed in Table 2. Moreover, it might be possible to
include more complex trajectory primitives such as curves

and lines that represent target maneuvers over time. The RB
Markov chain would efficiently fit these primitives to the
trajectory data in the least squares sense.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first time
MCMC and sparse factorization updating and downdating
techniques have been combined to obtain a practical, real time
algorithm. We believe this general approach will yield a
number of computationally efficient algorithms for addres-
sing a large class of problems, in particular, linear least
squares problems where correspondences are unknown.
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